The factorizability of the scheme depends on the form of the artificial dissipation added to this system of equations. 
The cross-derivative terms in Eq. (9) 
,,henIVl> I1"1 and
when IUI < I% Taking tit(" curl of the momentum equation now gives qno w = 0, i. e., the vorticity equation is now second-order accurate.
To see how the multidimensional upwind dissipation of Eqs. (6), (7) and (9) 
The following difference operators satisfy this condition: 
The derivatives in that part of DH-_ given in Eq. (ll) are discretized using the wide, six-point difference stencil
for 0_/_ and 0_V. 
the final form of the scheme is
qhl(,a --d_p_ + V,,D_,,
and (14c) At the inflow boundary the entropy, total enthalpy and flow angle are specified, and the pressure-is extrapolated from the interior.
The outflow boundary condition is a specified pressure and s, u and v are extrapolated from the interior.
At are seen to be symmetric about the axis of the parabola.
Convergence rates are shown in Fig. 13 Consider the _-cell edge, (i+1/2, j). First. we take U > 0, 17_> 0, in which case the following difference formulas are used.
(o,,, -
Second, take U > 0, V < 0. (lgi+,o -1Ai+to-_) , (Pi+2,j + "9,+2,j-1 -P,+l,_ -13',+ l,_-i ),
Fourth, take (r < 0, 17"< 0. 
